
ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROLBOARD
July 21, 1982

CITY OF CARMI, )
)

Petitioner,
)

v. ) PCB 81—59
)

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTALPROTECTION AGENCY, )
)

Respondent.

DAVID L. STANLEY APPEAREDON BEHALF OF PETITIONER;

STEPHENC. EWARTAPPEAREDON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT.

OPINION AND ORDEROF THE BOARD (by J. Anderson):

This matter comes before the Board on the petition for
variance filed April 17, 1981 as amended May 21, 1981 by the City
of Carmi (City). The City seeks variance from Rule 602(a) and
602(c) of Chapter 3: Water Pollution (since codified as Ill. Adm.
Code Title 35, Subtitle C, Chapter 1, Sections 306.103(a—c)] as
they relate to 5 specified sanitary and combined sewer overflows
along the City’s sewer system. In its Recommendation of August 4,
1981 and its Amended Recommendation of October 13, 1982 the
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (Agency) stated its
belief that variance should be denied, although, alternatively,
various conditions were proposed should the Board determine to
grant variance. Pursuant to timely filed citizen objection to
the City’s request, public hearings were held on October 14 and
December 9, 1981*, at which the objector presented testimony.

The City of Carmi, population 6,200, is located in White
County. The City owns and operates a trickling filter sewage
treatment plant constructed in 1951 which discharges its
effluent into the adjacent Little Wabash River. The sewage
collection system tributary to the plant was originally
designed (at some unknown time prior to 1945) to be used only
as a sanitary sewer, although at some point subsequently 10
stormwater catch basins were connected to the system.

*As the transcripts for these hearings were not consecutively
numbered, references to the October transcript will be cited as
“(R.)”, and to the December transcript as “(2R.)”
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The City’s petition, as well as its Sewer System Evaluation
Survey (SSES) which has been submitted for approval as part of
its Step 1 work under the federal construction grants program,
identifies 5 bypasses and/or overflow points causing discharge
to the Little Wabash River:

1. A bypass servicing the East Carmi Lift Station, a
dry—wet well station located on the river’s east bank equipped
with 2 150 gpm centrifugal pumps of which only one was operable at
the time of filing of the Agency~s October, 1981 Recommendation;

2. An overflow structure south of the City’s sewage
treatment plant (STP) located on an 18—inch sewer line on the
river’s west side. As of October, 1981 an improperly maintained
flap gate remained open when covered by river water during high
river stages, which inflow the Agency believes impedes flows to
the STP;

3. A pump station bypass on the west side of the river at
the STP itself;

4. A “continuously discharging’s overflow which results
from a broken manhole on the rivers~ west side, located on the
northern most side of the City’s north interceptor line.

5. A “continuously discharging~ built—in overflow from
a manhole located on the river’s west side.

The City states that all outfalls are active during a 1.44
inch per hour rain, and contribute a total of 7,464 million
gallons per day of wastewater to the Little Wabash River. BOD
concentrations of the overflows are estimated at a peak of
170 mg/l and at an average of 109 mg/i, and suspended solids
concentrations are estimated at a peak of 334 mg/i and an
average of 213 mg/i.

Compliance, it is alleged, could be achieved by construction
of approximately 10,000 linear feet of relief interceptor lines
and construction of completely new treatment facilities estimated
to cost $5,000,000 -- approximately $1,700 per household. The
City asserts that to require immediate compliance would impose an
arbitrary or unreasonable hardship, as the City ‘does not have the
funding resources to comply”. The City states that as a result
of the SSES work done since its receipt of a Step 1 grant in
September, 1975, as amended May 1978, it received recommendations
for various sewer rehabilitation projects, as well as recom-
mendations for wastewater treatment plant expansion, construction
costs for which would total $3,880,000. With Step 2 construction
grants funding, the City estimates that its costs would amount to
$1,090,500, or $360 per household, As of April, 1981 the City
projected that it would submit a revised SSES and facilities plan
to the Agency by May, 1981, complete various design phases by
March, 1982, award contracts by October, 1982 and complete
construction by December, 1983.
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Without much elaboration, ‘be (fly c’cncluded that the
discharge from these outfa lc does rot create any detrimental
impact on the Little Wabash Rner’ based on the River’ s average
dilution ratio • Based on thi s cor& usioa. its participation in
the grants program, and a ror m’tmcrt to el nnn�tte all private
inflow sources by October. ‘981 the City recsuest& the Board to
grant variance for sufficient time to allow for completion of
grant-funded rehabilitat4on work.

In its October, 19 8i. Amended Recommendation, the Agency
advised that Step 2 grant futdc C.ald be avilable to the City.
However, it recommended dcr~.al of iciaa’e M~tco grounds:
adverse environmental impact, aid the City’s poor performance
both in maintaining its ay~tt.B and ;n pursuing rehabilitation
through the grants system.

The Agency stated tha’ tie ‘i-v had failed to consider the
impact on the river of rytip.1ou, try neadter discharges. The
Agency noted that a U.S ‘3e-ogical Si.trvey maintains a sampling
and gauging station approximately 2 miles downstream of the
City’s STP. Biological data takc’t or eight sampling days between
October 1978 and October .L079 ind~cated that pollution tolerant
algae genera were present ir d ~: r ~nt (greater than 15%) numbers.
High concentrations of indicators of fecal contamination were
also found, the average fecal colifnm count per 100 ml. being
3,127, and for fecal streptococci being 3,630.

The Agency was firthe~ of ti r~ir~ic n that the City had
been slow in completiag ita BLS~ ‘ork ihe city submitted its
first 5388 in August, 1979, and hac sdbsequently submitted two
amendments, the last having been subnitted to the Agency
August 16 1981. Earlier 8385 were not approved by the Agency
because all overflows and bypasses had not been eliminated;
the last was not approvahae bcr4u~cs a cujtable location for
an upgraded STP had not been sccar 4.

Finally, the Agency noted that the last revised SESS had
identified some five ways in which lnfiltration/inf low sources,
and therefore discharge from overflow points, could be
eliminated or minimized, by e.ç, ~c~air of ax existing pump,
maintenance of a flap ga’ e, and maintenasa of pump alarms • It
faulted the City for failure t3 tzYe these steps, which could be
taken at relatively minimal expense. While continuing in its
belief that variance should be Je ned, the Agency requested that
should the Board grant variance, that variance be conditioned on
completion of such low—cost irinimization steps, and on the City’s
adherence to the grant completion schedtle and private inflow
elimination program contained in its petition.

At hearing, the City presented testimony updating its April,
1981 petition. In response to the Agency’ s amended Recommendation,
the City stated that certa~r of the listed remedial steps had been
taken——replacement of a pump and repair of a flapgate-—and that
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(R. 107—108, 110). Mr. Emery also testified generally as to the
poor condition of various Carmi sewers over the course of years,
and expressed his belief that Carmi has not paid sufficient
attention to correcting its sewer problems in response to citizen
complaints. (It should be noted that Mr. Emery’s request for a
hearing in this matter was by way of a petition signed by 200
citizens). Mr. Emery did not specifically state that he opposed
grant of variance, Rather his interest was “to make darn sure
that (sewer and STP rehabilitation] is done right, according to
the way it is supposed to be done” (R. 113).

Dale McLaren, Executive Director of the Great Wabash Regional
Planning Commission, spoke in support of the variance request.
Mr. McLaren’s main point was that construction should not be
required to proceed on a non—cost effective “piecemeal basis”,
and indicated the willingness of his Agency to seek community
development project grant funds for the City to further reduce
its costs (2R. 25—26).

In reviewing this record, the Board finds ample evidence that
the City’s discharges are causing environmental harm. The City
has demonstrated that it would be more cost—effective for it to
proceed to address all of its problems, with the aid of grant
funds, at a cost of $360 per household, than to proceed only to
address the problems posed by the identified outfalls and bypasses,
without grant funds, at a cost of $1700 per household. The Agency
had demonstrated that grant, or denial, of variance will not
affect the availability of grant funds for the project as a whole.

However, the Board finds that the City has not adequately
explained why it did not meet the proposed compliance timetable
contained in its original variance petition, or the reasons for
its earlier delay in completing the specified SSES work. The
City, through its attorney, stated its interpretation of this
variance as being “a trade—off situation”, in which the City
“would get insulation from violation of the regulations of the
Pollution Control Board in exchange for meeting [a] schedule of
compliance...to...rehab the sewers and upgrade the sewage treat-
ment” (R. 113). However, as the City itself noted at hearing, it
has already received one variance conditioned upon adherence to a
compliance schedule in White County’s Evergreen Acres, Inc. and
City of Carmi V. IEPA, PCB 80-37, May 1, 1980 (variance from
restricted status), At that time, the Agency and the Board felt
that the City was making “adequate” progress in the grants program,
and “good faith attempts at bringing its discharge into compliance”
38 PCB 198-199. The City was ordered to “minimize bypassing of
the STP,” and “to actively pursue grant funds,” and “to take
timely steps towards bringing its discharge into compliance.”

Of the two compliance dates there contemplated,——the first,
for completion of sewer rehabilitation by November 1, 1981 has
long passed; the second, for completion of STP rehabilitation by
February 1, 1983 is clearly infeasible.
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Based on the record before it, the Board finds that the City
has failed ~to prove that denial of variance would impose an
arbitrary or unreasonable hardship, In the light of the proven
environmental harm, the Board sees no reason to shield the City
from any potential enforcement actions resulting from its failures
to comply with compliance timetables which the City itself has
suggested. Variance is hereby denied.

This Opinion constitutes the Board’s findings of fact and
conclusions of law in this matter.

ORDER

Petitioner, the City of Carmi, is hereby denied variance from
Sections 306,103(a—c) of Ill. Adm. Code, Title 35, Subtitle C,
Chapter 1.

IT IS SO ORDERED,

Board Member I. Goodman dissented.

I, Christan L, Moffett, Clerk of the Illinois Pollution
Control Bçard, hereby certify that the above Order was adopted on
the ~ J~day of ________________, 1982 by a vote of ~/—/

cL~%— 1. ~z/~~1 /
Christan L. Moffett,~lerk
Illinois Pollution Control Board
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